
Few industries rely as heavily on printing as banking. Your organization outputs thousands of 

documents for branch customers every day. But at what cost? How much time and money is 

wasted searching for paperwork or struggling with printer issues and supplies? Managed print 

services (MPS) can help amplify your visibility into what’s working and what’s not, and take 

control of all your output activities.

The right MPS strategy starts with a comprehensive assessment and can reduce costs 

throughout your print environment—laying a solid foundation for faster, smoother  

business processes. 

The elements of a Lexmark MPS assessment

We’ve designed our comprehensive assessments to achieve a single objective—an MPS 

solution tailored to the specific needs of your bank that serves as a framework for continuous 

improvement and makes sure you reap the value of your investment for years to come. 

Define business goals

MPS shouldn’t be a rigid one-size-fits-all solution. Every organization has its own operational 

structures, process requirements and objectives. 

Maybe you’ve placed a high priority on addressing undermanaged areas of the print 

environment, such as redundant personal printers or ad-hoc toner purchases that undermine 

volume discount opportunities. Or you’re looking to MPS as a quick way to reduce spending. 

Better yet, you might see MPS within a larger context beyond print volume control—providing 

visibility to end user activity and opportunities for solving slow error prone paper-based 

processes. Lexmark MPS can help you achieve each of these goals. 

Understand the current environment

Effective MPS assessments start with aggregating data from four main sources. First, we gather 

statistics about your print environment, such as the number and models of printers, fax machines 

and scanners. Output volumes and maintenance costs for each device, as well as financial data 

about leasing contracts will also contribute to an accurate picture of your current operations.

Second, we comb your network for attached output devices using our data-gathering tool. In 

many cases, we discover additional hardware not accounted for in standard inventory lists. An 

accurate count is key to identifying unmanaged costs and redundant equipment. 

Third, our assessment professionals conduct a physical review of the environment. Walk-throughs 

may focus on representative departments or cover your entire enterprise. Along with discovering 

devices not plugged into the network, the consultants map the physical locations of each piece 

of hardware and monitor the effectiveness of business processes under real-world conditions. 

Improve bank processes with 
output assessments

 “Lexmark’s overall 
philosophy is to 
help us achieve our 
goals. That’s the kind 
of partnership we 
need and at every 
turn, Lexmark has 
met or exceeded our 
expectations.”

Andy Saner 
Vice President, Director of 
Operations

MainSource Bank 



Lexmark consultants have spent thousands of hours in banks just like yours. 

When walking the floor in your branch locations, central processing centers 

or corporate headquarters, we look beyond the devices and floor plan—being 

mindful of the processes performed in each of those locations, such as onboarding 

new customers, maintenance of existing accounts and those tasks that cross 

departmental lines. 

Finally, with a picture of the current environment clearly in focus, we compare 

your maintenance and support costs to industry data compiled by independent 

research firms. You’ll see how your bank’s print environment measures up to your 

peers. And the information also helps determine an actual total cost of ownership 

(TCO) for each hardware component in your output infrastructure. 

Identify opportunities for improvement

By aligning your business goals with your TCO profile, we’ll create a tailored and 

strategic MPS plan that provides short-term cost savings as well as long-term 

organizational value. 

In the short term, Lexmark’s MPS strategy helps you identify the best ratio of 

networked printers to end users. Too few devices and staff productivity drops. 

Too many printers and your bank incurs excessive costs for equipment and 

maintenance. The right ratios of printer to people will vary by job function or 

business area, so Lexmark never imposes generic ratios at the risk of  

disappointing results. 

Long term, once we understand where, how and what you print, we’ll provide 

helpful recommendations for adjacent technologies such as eforms and intelligent 

document capture to support straight-through processing. This is where gains in 

productivity ramp up dramatically.

Once stakeholders agree on the new environment, your assessment is nearly 

complete. We’ll create a highly detailed report outlining the exact equipment 

and quantities required for each work area, the best placement of devices for 

balancing cost and productivity, and a recommended workflow to easily move your 

customized MPS solution from recommendation to implementation.

Let’s get started

Wherever you are in your journey to a managed print environment—just beginning 

to explore the idea or up for renewal with a current provider—Lexmark MPS 

assessments will make sure your next step is in exactly the right direction for your 

bank’s immediate savings and future success. 

To learn more about our full managed print services offering, please visit Lexmark 

at www.lexmark.com/mps.
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Experts in MPS for banking

Consultant profile

 } Experienced: 12+ years on average in the field

 } 80% with advanced degrees and 

certifications

6,000+ global engagements

 } Infrastructure optimization

 } Workflow improvement

 } Industry-specific solutions

Global banking industry team

 } Over 800 banking assessments

 } Including companies like Associated 

Bank, Mainsource Financial, Synovus 

Financial Corporation

 } Strength in multi-site/multi-country 

engagements 
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